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      Hope that all of our members have had a fun and safe 04th of July with family and 

friends.    In the two months since our last chapter meeting there has been a flurry of 

building going on with our members, lot of aircraft projects have been started and 

some restarted.       I guess even though the temps have been through the roof and the 

winds continue to blow it seems that progress has prevailed.    Peter & Lori Davis had 

now received their large wooden box with the CH 701 inside, I am sure by now Peter 

is up to his eyeballs in parts and is still digging around to see what goodies he can 

find.    Hope to see Peter & Lori and see how the progress is coming along. 
  

      As the Beatles song goes; "little help from my friends", seems to be very true in 

this case.     Most of the gang around the Calvada Aeropark has been lending Warner 

a hand with his Glastar aircraft, the progress has been very steady with the strides 

being made with the help of Dennis Paulsen who has been there through thick and 

thin,.....and my I say a ton of bandages also. 
  

      Charlie Wells has been trying to do a little work on his Hummel H-5 every day 

when he is not brewing a pot of coffee for the gang that stops by in most of the 

mornings, I guess if we did not stay to long he would get more finished on his 

project,..........but he sure makes a great cup of coffee!    He is trying to finish the 

wiring then start to paint the small parts of the aircraft and get ready for the whold 

plane, Charlie said that after the Hummel is finished he wants to take time and start 

enjoying himself by flying around to some local airshows and fly-in's! 
  

      Phil is working on the paint job of his Ercoupe, little by little the color coats are 

being laid down and it is sure looking good.    In the future Phil will have a great little 

aircraft to fly and most likely be shown at some of our Southwest airshows. 
  

      Now that Larry Moody has a place to work on his Fisher 303 modifications can 

now be made with some ease, plus now it is easy to work out all of those little bugs 

that come up with a new plane.    Larry is trying to come up with a simple braking 

system to make the handling on the ground safer.     The engine has been run-up and 

seems to be very responsive to the throttle control.     For someone of my size the 

inside dimensions are just a wee bit small, but with an extra large "shoehorn", I was 

able to get inside and taxied the Fisher around about two weeks ago.     Larry is 

making good progress and is very happy to be working more on the aircraft and is 



looking forward to finishing this project and be flying later this summer.     If you get a 

chance to come by my hanger you can see Larry's plane there, stop by and check it out. 

  

     Well guess it's my turn, I have been busy Larry and Warner's aircraft's, trying to help with 

small items and lend a hand when needed while at the same time working on my Fisher 202.    I 

have just finished painting the finial coat of white color and will be attaching the tail feathers 

next week.    You can lay down a lot of paint with a broom or large mop but I choose to use a 

small paint roller, now when is the last time you have heard of anyone using a paint roller on 

their aircraft?    In the last two days I have removed all fabric covering off the old wings and will 

now look them over and evaluate if these wings can be used or not.   I have another set of new 

wings I can use if I determine that the old wings are unsafe. 
  

  

New members & friends; 

    We have had a in-flux of new members over the past couple of months and wanted 

to extend an invitation to all, if at any time you would like to stop by and look at what 

our members are building please get a hold of any members and they can point you in 

the correct direction and who to see.    Once again welcome to our, and now your 

EAA chapter. 
  

EAA chapter meeting, Aug. 06th @ 10:00 am. 
    This next chapter meeting will take place at Phil & Nancy's hanger wish is located 

at 1061 E. Jet Place at the airport.   We will have the gang from Nellis AFB bring 

their yearly safety program for our members, please bring your paper and pens with 

you to take notes, please remember this is part of the FAA Wings Program. 

    Please show up a few minutes early so you can grab a cup of coffee and snack and 

chat with friends, also we will have our 50/50 drawing so bring that loose change and 

win!! 
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